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Carter's Zionist Lobby:' A Dossier

The Zionist movement was originally conceived by the
Rothschild financier group at· the turn of the century as
an intelligence network and penetration operation for use
against competing European national interests in
eastern Europe and the crumbling O ttoman Empire.
Before the First World War. Zionism as such was a fringe
movement among Jews internationally. only achieving a
mass base among those Eastern European Jews
victimized by pogroms themselves touched off by
Rothschild-organized anarchist terrorism in Russia and
Poland. It was only in 1917. with the advent of the new
Lloyd George government in Britain and its Rothschild
policy-planning group run by Mark Sykes. Fabian Round
Table editor Leo Amery. and Philip Kerr (Lord Lothian) .
that Zionism in its familiar Palestine-based
manifestations became a public tool of the reigning
financier faction.
Zionism as a phenomenon within the American Jewish
community was also "brought in from the toP." by
Rothschild-connected Fabian patrician Louis D. Bran
deis and a close circle of intellectuals around him. in
order to win short-term American. finance backing for
the British war effort and for British policy in Palestine.
Brandeis was fanatically anti-industrial growth. anti
socialist and a staunch convert to "cultural pluralism."
the predecessor idea to today's
Volksgemeinschaft
community control policies espoused by the Carter
circle. Brandeis was largely responsible for creating the
American Jewish Congress as an instrument to subvert
progress and promote corporatism in the United States.
In combination with Carter-prototype Woodrow Wilson
and other anti-growth patricians. Brandeis was an early
architect of the Democratic Party-Zionist lobby which
has operated powerfully within every Democratic Party
administration of this century.
Today. the Carter Administration has proudly and
loudly broadcast that it intends to use its own Zionist
networks as a weapon to provoke confrontation in the
Middle East; for trade and economic warfare policies
against the Arab states. Western Europe. and Comecon
bloc; for Watergating and terrorizing pro-trade in
dustrial interests in the U. S. ; for de-industrialization.
energy restrictions. and Schachtian austerity schemes;
and for the consolidation of the Hitler-like concept of
Volksgemeinschaft ("one community" ) expressed as a
theme at the Democratic Party convention this summer
by black racist Barbara Jordan and others. The Carter
Administration is attempting to sabotage honest efforts
by Israeli forces within the Mapai. Mapam and other
Israeli parties to formulate a peace policy toward neigh
boring Arab states by setting up Israel as a mercenary
hit squad force against Arab nationalist and socialist
forces and the oil-producing countries.

The Myth Of The 'Jewish Lobby'

The Carter Zionist network does not operate according'
to the dynamics of those paranoid fantasies that have
constructed a diffuse "Jewish lobby" operating
mysteriously behind the back of an unsuspecting society.
(As a matter of fact. this them e is nurtured by the A nti
Defamation League. in line with the Rothschilds' original
purpose for this group: to conceal the actual activities of
monetarist financiers behind a smokescreen of "anti
anti-semitism. ") The Democratic Party's Zionist lobby
is also not various Jewish and pro-Zionist groups that
support Israel. Nor is it primarily. or exclusively. the
Jewish groups that mobilize behind the Carter Ad
ministration-Trilateral Commission policies. such as the
American Jewish Congress. the American. Jewish
Committee. the American-Israeli Public Affairs Com
mittee. and the Anti-Defamation League. Rather, thes�
groups act as agents on the leadership levels, in con
spiratorial coalition with a network of controllers of the
Israeli warhawk clique and right-wing Zionist in
telligence agents within the Democratic Party of In
ternational Terrorism, the ruling group of Wall Street
law firms and investment houses, the right-wing Social
Democrat-trade union pro-war alliance, and Capitol Hill
representatives of the Rockefeller family. In a sense. this
network could be labelled the Zionist lobby within the
ruling class itself!
On a policy level, the controllers of the Israeli
warhawks are a coalition composed of top Carter team
hawks National Security Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski
and energy czar James R. Schlesinger; leading right
wing social democrats and trade unionists within the pro
nuclear war Committee on the Present Danger; partners
of Wall Street law firms such as Stroock, Stroock, and
Lavan, and Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton, and
Garrison; partners of investment houses, Kuhn, Loeb;
Warburg, Pincus; Goldman, Sachs; and Rockefeller
family owned Senators like Javits (R-NY) , Humphery
(D-Minn). Jackson (D-Wash) , Ribicoff (D-Conn) , Case
(R-NJ) and Moynihan (D-NY) . These o�eratives either
directly push Middle East confrontation scenarios within
policy-making groups, like Brzezinski's special 1975
Brookings Institution study panel, or use public pro-war
fronts like the Committee on the Present Danger (CPD)
and the earlier Coalition for a Democratic Majority to
feed the factional position of Israeli Defense Minister
Shimon Peres and his allies. Their activites include
publishing pro-Israeli warhawk, anti-Arab, anti-Soviet
propaganda in journals like the monthly Commentary or
the Social Democrats USA's New America and coor
dinating Israeli-Zionist assassination and intelligence
networks under the cover of philanthropic and welfare
groups. the last being the long-standing turf of the
Warburgs, Shciffs, Lehmans and German Jewish in-
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vestment houses tied ,as financiers to the Rockefeller·
and-or,Rothschild factions.
The Carter Team And Zionism

The Carter inauguration itself has triggered the ac
tivation of Rockefeller family Zionist networks in the
U.S. The American Jewish Congress has opened a
"human rights" campaign for Soviet Jews. The anti
Defamation League is declaring open warfare against
industrialists and energy groups in the U.S. who are
eager to trade with Arab states. The American-Israel
Public Affairs committee is eagerly stepping up its
program for replacing Israeli Premier Yitzhak Rabin
with a Brzezinski-stype "government of technocrats"
supervised by fascist generals Yadin and Sharon. CPD
warhawk Uri Ra'anan expressed the hope that with
Carter as president the chances of a Middle East "Cuban
missile crisis" showdown with the Soviets have
dramatically increased.
Carter himself has fed this with provocative avowals
that "Israel is the fulfillment of a biblical prophecy" and
with threats of economic and food warfare against the
Arab states. Cabinet appointees Juanita Kreps,
Secretary of Commerce, and Michael Blumenthal,
Secretary of the Treasury, have called for an increase in
the "anti-Arab boycott" campaign in Congress, in
defiance of Saudi warnings that this could cause a crisis
in relations between tJie U.S. and the Saudis, the main
outside supplier of oil to this country.
The main controllers are Brzezinski and Schiesilller.
Brzezinski is at the command and control center of
Eastbloc Jewish "dissident groups" who are central to
the destabilization of the Soviet Union. Recently Br
zezinski met with former Israeli terrorist head and
current Likud Party leader Menachem Begin, both in the
U.S. and in Israel, and transmitted an intransigent, anti
Arab position towards future Mideast negotiations from
the Carter camp. National Security Council conduits
Evans and Novak wrote Jan. 15 that Brzezinski had
capitulated to 'the "desires of Israel" renouncing his
previous 'balanced views toward the Palestinians ex
pressed in the Brookings Institution Mideast Study.
In the study Brzezinski hired pro-Israel Wall Street
lawyer Rita Hauser, a public proponent of an Israeli
invasion of southern Lebanon throughout the past year.
For the past decade Brzezinski was the darling of the :
Social Democ�ats USA-Foreign Intelligence Advisory
Board-Freedom House axis. He has recently served as
Executive Director of the Trilateral Commission, a
Director of the Council of Foreign Relations, and
Director of the Council on Foreign Relations-linked
Research Institute on Communist Affaris, center of
Eastbloc destabilization operations.
. Schlesinger was the author of �he notorious 1975 New
America article warning of the increasing "Viet
namization" of Israel through U.S. abandonment, a
direct factional intervention on the side of Peres and
Moshe Dayan. Soon after the article appeared,
Schlesinger was invited as a speaker at the annual
convention of the American-Israel Public Affairs
Committee, sharing the pOdium with former head of
Israeli military intelligence and top utopian war-plann er
Aharon Yariv, Senators Case and Humphrey, and the

State Department second-in-command for the Mideast,
Joseph Sisco. Since Schlesinger is the architect of the
doctrine of a surrogate "limited nuclear war" with the
Soviets, his factional support for Dayan, who advocates
Israel adopt a "nuclear option," is obvious. '
Schlesinger worked out his limited nuclear war and
politics-as-bluff theories as a hired hand at the Rand
Corporation in the 1960s. He was CIA director in 19 73
when Agency operations began to be-collapsed into the
'
pores of the government. Later he wa s appoin ted
Secretary of Defense and subsequently fired by'
President Ford for insubordination and his advocacy of
utopian war theories against the Soviet Union.
The Committee On The Present Danger

The CPD is the hard core of the Rockefeller pro-war
faction. It has officiallly expanded its membership from
100 to 141 public adherents, with a significant per
centrage of new recruits from the Social Democrats USA
(SDUSA) and AFL-CIO network of organizers for Israeli
right-wing policies. The CPD conduits an openly racist
attitude toward Israel's neighbors. The entire CPD,
especially at the leadership level, is well-stocked with
controllers of the Peres-Dayan group.
The CPD's "party line" on the Mideast, as conduited
by Ra'anan, Eugene Rostow, Elmo Zumwalt, and other
CPD members, is that the Soviets are preparing their
major "test" for Carter in Middle East. This wildly
paranoid premise, ostensibly based on empirical

calculation of Soviet Mediterranean naval stre ngth and
on supposed secret strategy sessions between the Soviets
and Arab leaders - especially in Egyptian military
circles - to plot against a surrounded Israel leads to the
inevitable assumption that each sign of inter-Arab
coordination , even when explicitly aimed towards a
Geneva peace conference, is a "sign" of Soviet-Arab
grand designs. The inevitable conclusion is that a strong,
warhawk government must be in power in Israel
prepared to. "defend the free world against Arab
Communist aggression." It is no exaggeration that
anybody pushing this line, whether in the U.S. or in
Israel, is a traitor to Israel's long-standing demand for
"security."
Among the CPD coordinators:
**Euaene Rostow, General-Director - Rostow and his
brother Walt were two of the leading pro-Israel hawks in
the Kennedy and Johnson Administrations, both ad
vocates of a policy of "regionalism" for the Mideast in
which Israel would be the centerpiece ruling over a
tamed Arab camp. Eugene Rostow was the State
Department mastermind behind the June 1967 Arab
Israel war. He and CIA director Richard Helms with
Israelis Yariv and Meir Amit, Director of Intelligence,
worked out the details of a wal' push whose focus was the
toppling of the pro-Soviet Nasser regime in Egypt.
Reliable State Department soUrces from that era report
that Rostow passed secret Egyptian government com
munication to the U.S. government on to the Israelis.
Rostow, who currently believes that "World War Three
has alreadY begun," is a leading member of SDUSA.
**Lane Kirkland, co-chairman - chief organizer
within the AFL-CIO hierarchy for mobilization around
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Soviet Jewry, "defense" of Israel, etc. At a secret
meeting of U.S. and West German trade union leaders in
mid-1975, Kirkland laid down the line that in the next
war, Europe had to rally behind Israel. Kirkland, a
frequent traveller to Israel, has had connections for at
least 15 years to Israeli intelligence, both directly and
through his wife's Israeli connections.
Kirkland engineered the AFL-CIO's endorsement of
the Carter campaign and is now slated to replace Meany
at its head. Member of the CFR, Trilateral Commission,
Nelson Rockefeller's Commission on Critical Choices,
Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board.
**Max Kampelman, General Counsel - Campaign
manager for Hubert Humphrey's campaign for
President in 1968, he is still a close adviser to corporatist
Humphrey, a top Zionist spokesman in the Senate.
Kampelman worked closely with U.S. labor coun
terinsurgent Joseph Rauh; his law firm, Fried, Frank,
Harris, Shriver, and Kampelman, is deeply involved in
social control and special operations in the Kennedy wing
of the Rockefeller intelligence apparatus. One of his law
firm associates, Patricia Roberts Harris is Carter's
appointee for Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development and a director of IBM and Chase
Manhattan, and another, Richard Schifter, is on the
CPD.
**Rita Hauser, Executive Committee - Advocate of
an Israeli invasion of the Lebanese South during peak
points of the war in that country, Hauser has a "go-to
the-brink" attitude toward the Soviets. She travelled to
Lebanon in mid-1976, made contact with Lebanese
Falangists, and returned to espouse her Israeli invasion
policy in the Wall Street Journal. She participated in
Brzezinski's Brookings Institution Mideast study, and is
a partner in Stroock, Stroock, and Lavan, one of Wall
Street's leading law firms for coordination of pro-Zionist
activities. She is a trustee of the Center for Law and
Social Policy, which ran the Lockheed scandal against
anti-Rockefeller industrial and military factions in the
U.S., Western Europe, and Japan. She is also a member
of the Council on Foreign Relations.
Trade Union Traitors, The CPO, And Israel

The CPD is well represented by the right-wing pro-war
section of the U.S. trade union bureaucracy, the same
group that most rabidly pushes domestic austerity, slave
labor, industrial brainwashing, and speedup in the U.S.
This group is tightly affiliated with that faction in the
Israeli Labour Party and trade union movement that
supports Shimon Peres.
**Sol Chaikin. head of the International Ladies' Gar
ment Workers' Union - C haikin's efforts are geared to
keeping alive the flame of pro-Zionist sentiment in the
New York garment workers' community, one of the
original organizing centers for Zionism in the U.S. But
Chaikin is not a sentimentalist. he is pure warhawk, as
identified by his drunken anti-Soviet, pro-confrontation
ravings at last year's Saratoga Springs organizing
conference for a Northeast regional Big MAC run by
Lazard Freres' Felix Rohatyn. Chaikin is intent on
setting up Israel as the launching pad for his anti-Soviet
show of force.
His ILGWU works closely with the Jewish Labor
:1Ii
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Committee based in New York, a known CIA conduIt of
funds to Israel. The JLC spends most of its time
mobilizing trade unionists behind "human rights" in the
Soviet Union and behind vicious attacks against the
Palestine Liberation Organization as a "bank of
organized murderers," in the words of senile AFL-CIO
head George Meany at a presentation of the JLC's
"Labor Human Rights Award" last year. The subjects of
a recent JLC convention were headlined as "Problems of
the American Worker," (i.e., resistance to slave labor
"jobs"), "Israeli Security," and "Russian Jewry."
Another such award was presented in 1975 to CPD co
chairman Kirkland. The award dinner was followed by
an "international affairs conference on the Middle East"
the next day whose keynote address was delivered by
CPD trade union traitor Martin Ward of the International
Brotherhood of Plumbers and Pipefitters. The con
ference was sponsored by the JLC; by Georgetown
University, whose strategic studies director, Ray Cline,
is on theCPD; and by the National Strategy Information
Center, whose director, Dr. Frank Barnett, is also on the
CPD!
Yet another 1975 Human Rights Award was given to
American Federation of Teachers head Albert Shanker,
also a member of the CPD. Another close collaborator of
the JLC is AFL-CIO International Affairs Director Jay
Lovestone, long-standing Rockefeller CIA operative and
member of the CPD.
As for Chaikin's ILGWU, its activities do not stop at
collaboration with the JLC. It is the leading force in a
U.S. trade union bureaucracy whose right-wing is in
tensively involved in support for Israeli covert
operations abroad. The ILGWU, for example, conduits
membership funds into the African-American Labor
Institute, which are in turn used to abet the type of Israeli
intelligence activities evident in the recent Benin coup
attempt. ILGWU Legislative-Director Evelyn Dubrow is
on the CPD, with Chaikin.
Other right-wing trade union members of the CPD
include William Duchessy of the Amalgamated Clothing
and Textile Workers of America; Rachelle Horowitz,
Director of Political Education for the Shanker-run
American Federation of Teachers; John H. Lyons, head
of the International Ironworkers' Union; and Bayard
Rustin, SDUSA officer.
It is the common boast of this warhawk trade union
bureaucracy that "the American labor movement is the
firmest supporter of Israel in the world." Were the
complete story to be told about the covert use of
American workers' money in the service of Rockefeller
Mideast policy, it is certain that both American and
Israeli trade unionists would be outraged.
SOUSA's Pro-Israel Lobby Within The CPO

Aside from Rostow and right-wing social democratic
trade unionists, the CPD contains a clique of alienated,
bitterly anti-Communist Jewish intellectuals who are
prominent members of Social Democrats USA and who
tend to congregate, officially or ideologically, around the
ravings of Commentary magazine. Included in this group
are Commentary editor Norman Podhoretz, his wife
Midge Decter, Harvard ethnic affairs profiler Nathan
Glazer, Stanford University behaviorist Seymour Martin

Lipset, and New York "_consu mer affairs specialist"
Bess Myerson. Podhoretz, Glazer and Lipset are three of
a group of SOUSA operatives intimate at the City College
of New York three decades ago, a group which includes
communist witchhunter Sidney Hook of the Hoover In
stitute for War and Peace; Harvard and Stanford
University behaviorist Daniel Bell; Democratic Socialist
Organizing Committee and Dissent magazine honcho
Irving Howe; and the current American Jewish Congress

head, Rabbi Arthur Hertzberg.

'

**PocIhoretz, in a recent interview, explicitly pushed

the Peres-breakaway ally line for Israeli national
suicide. Asked about pressure on Israel to mQve toward
an overall Mideast peace settlement, Podhoretz grunted,
"Israel better not be pushed too hard. This is Munich,
1938," a theme which has been echoed in recent days by
leaders of Begin's Likud in Israel. Podhoretz spread the
same venomous line in a recent Commentary piece on
"The Abandonment of Israel." In the same interview,
Podhoretz demanded a "get-tough" confrontation policy
toward the Saudis and other Gulf oil-producers, no
matter what the consequences to the U.S. economy, and
insisted that the U.S. assert "its role as a world power"
in dealing with the Soviets.
**Glazer, co-author with New York Senator Daniel
Moynihan of the social profiling "Beyond the Melting
Pot," has over the past year become an active member
of the "Jewish liberal" Breira group, and instrumental
in steering at least a substantial faction within that group
toward becoming active agents of Trilateral Commission
policy. Glazer and chum Howe will be among Breira's
featured speakers on the Palestinian question next
month.
**Lipset was a member of the Democratic Party ad
visory task force on the Middle East during the first half
of 1976, with fellow CPDers Peter Rosenblatt and George
McGhee. Lipset is currently at the Stanford Center for
Advanced Studies in Behavioral Sciences, and is a
member of the Council on Foreign Relations.
**MyerIOD is on the Commentary Publications Com
mittee.
Although other CPDers would consider themselves
SOUSA co-thinkers, one in particular should be noted at
this point. Israeli thinktanker Uri Ra'anan, who shares
an office at the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy
with Johnson Administration Vietnam superhawk,
SOUSA member and fellow CPDer John P. Roche, is one
of the top U.S. thinktank conduits for the black
propaganda that the Soviets .are readying a Mideast
"test" for Carter. For Ra'anan, this is only a moment in
Soviet plans to launch a general war against the U.S.,
plans which require readying the U.S. population for
willing self-obliteration to convince the Soviets.to "back
down." Ra'anan is reportedly unnerved at NSIPS
publication and circulation of his warmongering
scenarios.
The Law Firms

A small number of key Wall Street law firms play a
vital role in developing the legal infrastructure for
Rockefeller faction domestic labor relations coun
terinsurgency, intelligence reorganization, and com
munity control along the lines of the Vietnam war

_

strategic hamlet. A number of these law firms also
provide leadership personnel for American Jewish
organizations to tailor the policies of these groups to the
short-term needs of overall Rockefeller policy, whether
it be to mobilize a "Jewish campaign" behind Naderite
"energy conservation': regulations to "lessen depen
dence on the Arab states," or to step up anti-Soviet
propaganda around "human rights" issues.
One of the primary law firms on this level is Paul,
Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton, and Garrison. This firm is
tightly tied to the Carter interests, represents the Carter
connected Warner Communications empire and the
interests of several of Carter's top financial backers in
the Field and Schiff-Warburg financial groups, includin,
the formerly Scbiff-owned New York Post. One of Paul,
Weiss' partners is Carter's defeated appointee for head
of the CIA, Kennedy family agent Theodore Sorensen.
Two of Paul, W eiss' leading lights, current partner
Morris Abram and former partner Arthur Goldberg, are
mainstays in the upper echelons of American pro-Zionist
circles, when they are not involved in watergating anti
Rockefeller interests or formulating labor relations
legislation. Both were presidents of the American Jewish
Committee in the 1960s and are current Honorary
Presidents of the Committee, who continue to play
leadership roles in the American Jewish Congress.
Partner Simon Rifkind, in recent years a member of
the Warren Commission and the New York Big MAC
austerity swindle, was the adviser on Jewish Affairs to
General Eisenhower in the European Theater of
Operations from 1945-47, the period when the Rockefeller
wing of the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation
Administration (UNRRA) was organizing illegal Jewish
emigration to Palestine from Europe.
Former Paul, Weiss associate Elizabeth Holtzman is
now a key organizer in the House of Representatives for
Soviet Jewry, a�ti-Arab boycotts and related campaigns.
Paul, Weiss partner Ramsey Clark "predicted" Israeli
Entebbe-style violations of national sovereignty im
mediately before the raid occurred.
A second important Zionist lobby law firm is Stroock,
Stroock, and Lavan, the legal representatives of the
Rosenwald-Sears Roebuck, Warburg, and Stern family
foundations and related interests. Aside from the CPO
activities of new partner Rita Hauser, partner Alan
Stroock, who oversees several Stroock and Warburg
family funds, is an honorary member of the Publications
Committee of Commentary. His father, Sol M. Stroock,
was President of the American Jewish Committee in
1941.
Other Stroock partners are not foreign to Rockefeller
family Mideast policies and support for the Carter
campaign. Robert B. Anderson played a crucial in
termediary role in the John Foster Dulles-engineered
Suez crisis in the mid-1950s. Kennedy family agent
William J. vanden Heuvel
ran Carter's campaign in New
-

York.
A third important Wall Street law firm is Proskauer,
Rose, Goetz, and Mendelson, the firm that represents
Warner Brothers subsidiary interests. Late Proskauer,
Rose head Jacob Proskauer led the American Jewish
Committee in the 1940s and engineered the turn of this
ostensibly non-Zionist organization behind a strong
MIDDLE EAST
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supportive policy for the new Israeli state. A Proskauer
family member is on the executive board of the New
York chapter of the American Jewish Committee.
A Proskauer, Rose partner, George Shapiro, was
·
counsel in the 1940s to New York Governor Dewey and
was the coordinator of Rothschild operations in the
United States.
The Investment Houses

A small number of disproportionately powerful New
York German-Jewish investment houses have for nearly
a century controlled networks in the manipulation of the
immigrant East European Jewish communities in New
York who have formed the base for the Zionist appeal.
These houses - Warburg-Schiff's Kuhn Loeb; Warburg,
Pincus; Goldman, Sacks; and Lehman Brothers (the

latter two allied since 1906)
as early as the 1890s set
up the Federation of Jewish Philanthropies as a
"charity" cover for domestic counterinsurgency
programs among American Jews. In the pre-World War I
years, these banking houses set up the American Jewish
Joint Distribution Committee as a penetration network
into Russia. The AJJDC was used as an organizational
front for creating and sustaining Jewish "experimental
communities" in Russia and Poland. Today Edward
Warburg is the international chairman of the AJJDC.
During WWI the Rothschild-Brandeis Anglo-American
conspiracy momentarily pre-empted and usurped the
Schiffs' Jewish networks, .. which were operating
primarily through Britain's war opponent Germany.
Brandeis and Schiff had bitter fights about Brandeis'
launching of a pro-Zionist crusade in the U.S. But with
-

What's Behind the 'Arab Boycott' Bills
In the coming weeks, the Carter Administration
will attempt to get through Congress legislative ac
tion which would impose strict penalties on U.S.
companies who participate in the so-called Arab
boycott against Israel - despite clear. warnings
from the Arab oil producers and, in particular from
Saudi Arabia, that if such legislation passes, they
will view it as an attack on OPEC and will retaliate
by cutting off all oil shipments to the United States.
The purpose of the legislation is in fact to provoke
the Arabs into carrying out their threat. In the view
of Carter's advisors, the U.S. would then have a
pretext for direct U.S. intervention in the Middle
East and increased leverage for the "energy
crisis" crackdown at home. That U.S. military in
tervention is central to the "anti-boycott" bills was
confirmed to NSIPS by Norman Podhoretz, mem
ber of the Committee on the Present Danger, an
editor of Commentary magazine, and a prominent
member of the 'Zionist lobby.' Podhoretz, asked if
the threat of an oil boycott wasn't a big risk for the
"Anti-boycotters" to take, replied, "We should take
bigger risks. We should not allow oil blackmail. The
U.S. should have threatened military intervention
three years ago," during the October war. He went
on to make a confident prediction that the Carter
Administration will only "make passes" toward a
Geneva Conference.
Carter has appointed two of his top aides, Bob
Lipshutz and Stu Eisenstadt, to coordinate and pre-·
pare "public support" for the anti-Arab legislation
through cultivation of the 'Zionist lobby.' Most of
the important bills have already been drawn up and
introduced in both the House and Senate.
The Senate Bill, S.92, was introduced on Jan. 10
by Harrison A. Williams (D-N.J.) and William
Proxmire (D-Wisc) . It is clear from the remarks by
both Proxmire and Williams that their bill, which
amend and extend the Export Administration Act,

:lH
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is designed not just to prevent a boycott, but to bust
up OPEC, prevent the Arabs from selling their oil,
and prevent oil-for-technology trade agreements.
Refusing to even mention the political demands of
the Arabs, Williams and Proxmire, both advocates
·
of a labor-intensive public works economy in the
U.S., admit that an Arab oil and trade embargo
against the U.S. would have severe consequences
for the U.S. economy in that there is a "continuing
increase in the level of trade in the Middle East as
these countries continue to reinvest their petro
dollars in American products, technology and
know-how."
The provisions of the bill broaden the. anti-Arab
boycott restrictions to include any foreign institu
ted boycott and, therefore, could be utilized in
moving against, for example, an EEC-initiated boy
cott of South Africa. It states that "it would be a vio
lation of the Export Administration Act for any U.S.
person to do or agree to comply with, further, or
support a foreign boycott or restrictive trade prac
tice against a country which is friendly to the
United States and is not the object of any U.S. em
bargo." A similar bill was introduced in the House
on the same day by Jonathon Bingham (D-N.Y.)
and co-sponsored by another New York Democrat,
Benjamin Rosenthal.
Senator Adlai Stevenson (D-Ill.) · has sponsored
yet another "anti-boycott" bill, S. 69. Although
Stevenson claims his bill "bows to reality that an
end to the primary boycott rests upon resolution of
the underlying issues in the Middle East conflict,
and that an attempt by Congress to legislate an end
to the boycott would be futile and contrary to the in
terests of both Israel and the United States, " he re
tains many of the Proxmire-Williams provisions.
The bill does, however, permit Congress to override
Presidential embargoes on agricultural . sales
abroad.

the war over, the German Jewish and Brandeis-allied
network reconciled, the Schiffs and Warburgs became
massive funders of programs in Palestine, and
Frederick Warburg became one of the leaders of in
ternational Zionism, active in the Jewish Agency and the
. creation of programs in Palestine itself. (Felix Warburg
headed the World Zionist Organization in its tamer pre
World War I days.)
For the past fifty years, these German-Jewish houses,
who as financiers are tightly tied to Rockefeller family
international policy, have maintained a decisive input
into American Jewish and Israeli circles by pouring
fu:nds into Israel, using charitable organizations and
funding conduits, such as the United Jewish Appeal, the
Federation of Jewish Philanthropies, and tax-exempt
Israel Bonds, as a means to exercise leverage over the
policy directions of these networks. The late Frederick
Warburg and Gustave Levy of Goldman, Sachs described by Washington Post writer Stephen Isaacs as
the "single most powerful individuals on Wall Street" were both' Directors of the Federation of Jewish
Philanthropies. Levy is identified by Isaacs as the single
largest contributor to Israel during and after the two
most recent Arab-Israeli wars, periods during which
Levy also applied intense pressure throughout his Wall
Street contact network to pour tens of millions of dollars
int o Israel.
Similar roles have been played by Benjamin But
tenweiser, Kuhn Loeb partner, Associated Chairman of
the Board of Truste es of the Federation of Jew ish
Philanthropies, and heavily involved in both the
American Jewish Committee and the United Jewish
Appeal; and by Henry Bloch or Warburg, Pincus.
On the intelligence-policy side, Lehman- Brothers' late
Herbert Lehman ran OSS-connected Jewish emigration
networks from Europe into Palestine in the immediate
post-World War II years, an operation expedited through
Lehman's connections to the French Edmond de
Rothschild Zionist interests through the participation of
Rothschild subordinate Pierre Uri as a Lehman partner.
More recently, Lehman partner George Ball has
played a leading role in formulating Rockefeller war
schemes.
Similarly, Goldman Sachs partner Henry Fowler, an
ex-Secretary of the Treasury, is currently co-chairman
of the CPD. Goldman, Sachs partner Charles Salzman is
also in the CPD.
Capitol

Hill: Rocky's Senators and AIPAC

Not surprisingly, the most avid spokesmen on Capitol
Hill for Israeli intransigence are those Senators who are
frontmen for SDUSA-AFL-CIO foreign policy demands
and domestic slave labor and corporatism. It is the
Congressional offices of these Senators who have put
I together the leading pro-Israel thug operation on Capitol
Hill, the American-Israel Public Affairs Committee.
The verbose Sen. Hubert Humphrey, author of the
Hum phrey-Hawkins bill, was one of the featured
speakers at AIPAC's most recent convention, a meeting
which played heavily.on the theme of Israel's "aban
,donment" by the U.S. Humphrey's ex-foreign policy
'aide, Dan Spiegel, has been in charge of staffing the

_

"Mideast team" during the Carter transition period. His
top adviser through the years has been CPD general
counsel Max Kampelman, and his Executive Assistant
when he was Vice President, William Connell, is also on
the CPD.
The senior Senator from Humphrey's Minnesota, Vice
President, Trilateral Commission member, and leading
U.S. Fabian Walter Mondale, is also a staunchly "pro
I srael" public advocate. Mondale's chief COilgressioDll l
aide, David Aaron, is now heading the staff of Br
zezinski's National Security Council.
Two of the darlings of the Israeli right-wing in this
Congressional network are Sen. Henry Jackson of
Washington and the newly-elected Sen. Moynihan of New
York. Jackson is the co-author of the notorious Jackson
Vanik amendment to U.S.-Soviet trade legislation, which
calls for linking U.S. trade deals with the Soviets to U.S,
approval of Soviet emigration policy tor Soviet Jews. The
maudlin Moynihan became the prime symbofduring 1976
of U.S. anti-Third World policies with his constant at
tacks on Third World development plans at the United
Nations.
Capitol Hill's most public pro-Israel organizer is New
York's Jacob Javits, who, immediately before the Israeli
Entebbe raid last July gave the go-ahead for the "limited
sovereignty" raid with the admission th�t "blood is on
my hands" in a speech before the Ralph Bunche Institute
conference on terrorism.
Aides to Jackson and Sen. Ribicoff were responsible
'for setting up AIPAC in the early part of this decade, and
were soon joined by aides from the offices of Democratic
Party Senators Humphrey (the above mentioned
Spiegel) , Tunney and Bayh, and Rockefeller
Republicans Schweiker and Javits.
The two original organizers for AIPAC, Jackson's man
Richard Perle and Ribicoff's man Morris Amitay, are
quite open and proud about their creation of AIPAC as a
tool to whip American Jevo. 1 into anti-Soviet hysteria and
terrorize Congressmen who refuse to support outlandish
arms outlays to Israel or to rally around the Sov.h�t Jewry
issue. Those two issues, Amitay and Perle stress, are
AIPAC's raison d' etre.
In statements made to the Post's Isaacs, Perle ad
vertized Israel as in the forefront of the fight against the
Soviet Union, declaring that he would eagerly support
that "piece of real estate per se" even if it were
"populated with Vietnamese" and identifying his views
explicitly with SDUSA warhawk Roche. Perle noted that
AIPAC's push behind "Jewish power" succeeded
because of Jewis h popular 'fear of the Soviets" in the
U.S. and gloated that the Soviets had made a disastrous
mistake in imposing an emigration tax on Jews in the
USSR, since "without that, it would be difficult to sustain
interest in the issue."
Complementing Perle, Amitay eagerly told Isaacs of
the "fantastic, untapped reservoir or Jews" in the United
States who are just "sitting around dying to do
something" and are, thus, susceptible to AIPAC's
.
propaganda.
AIPAC works by terror, and its primary boast is its
ability to bring three-fourths of the Senate around to the
most rabid pro-Israel policies. Its staff of full-time
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"Jewish lobbyists" puts out a weekly scandal sheet,
Near East Report. According to reliable Capitol Hill
sources, it i� the only piece of literature dealing with the
Mideast read by Congressional staffs in at least 200
Capitol Hill offices! The Report is an unsubtle warning to
Congressmen that less than 100 per cent support for
Israel will be met with an AIPAC-organized phone call
mail-media barrage. With the aid of several SDUSA
oriented Congressional offices, AIPAC engages in
selective targeting to win the needed margin of
Senatorial votes for Israeli arms supply bills in
Congress.
During the past year, AIPAC enthusiastically sup
ported Carter, with staff man Edward Sanders leaving in
late summer to become a West Coast regional director of
the Carter national campaign. During the same period,
AIPAC, piously pro-Israel in propaganda, began to
polemicize against Israeli Premier Rabin as "weak
kneed" and to push for a strong new government in
Israel run by Peres or by some coalition of forces under
Generals Yadin and Sharon, both of whom were
described to callers as "Israel's Carters."
AIPAC assisted by funding Sharon's visits to the
u. S. to meet with the Carter camp and enthusiastically
described the activities of both generals to callers during
the last months of 1976. AIPAC staffer Leonard Davis is
preparing a policy document outlining how a
"technocratic government," modeled after Brzezinski's
theories and Trilateral scenarios for governmental
reorganization in the advanced industrial states, can be
imposed on Israel. Davis has eagerly described to callers
how the Labour Party in Israel is being wracked by
scandals, and how the traditional Labour Party-trade
union alliance is being rent asunder by anarchic strikes.
Aside from plotting the destruction of the current
Israeli government, AIPAC spreads overtly racist
venom against Israel's neighbors, and expresses total
scorn toward Arabs. Racist AIPAC staffer Aaron
'
Rosenbaum told a caller: "When they get an inch they
take a mile. All they have is a sense of dominance and
submissiveness. They're irrational. They don't realize
this is the twentieth century, not the eighth century. The
Arabs are a bunch of primitive motherfuckers. Like the
Germans: at your feet or at your throat. You can't deal
with those suckers. "
Before being streamlined and put together by Perle
and Amitay and then joined by Davis, Rosenbaum and a
handful of other full-time lobbyists, the AIPAC operation
worked as the one-man show of Israel's top U. S. lobbyist,
I.E. Kenen, editor of Near East Report since the early
1950s. Kenen sees his primary task as "countering Arab
lobby propaganda" and issues a weekly diatribe against
Arab academics, oil companies, the "Arab boycott," and
groups such as the National Association of Arab
Americans.
Getting the Troops Out: The Hard-Core Rockefeller Four

When it comes to whipping up American Jews behind
any one or series of psychological warfare issues, the
leaders of four groups - the American Jewish Com
mittee, the American Jewish Congress, the Anti
Defamation League, and the Conference of Presidents of
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Major Jewish American Organ.izations - handle the
public dirty work.
Throughout its near-70 year history, the American
Jewish; Committ� e has been puplicizing and condu1ting
the most provocative social control doctrines of the
ruling financier faction in the U. S. The profile of its
leadership has always been that of the Jewish in
tellectual - so terrified of anti-Semitism that he is
willing to outdo the ruling class· itself in propaganda
against the population.
The AJComm's service to the Rockefeller-Carter
group is best demonstrated by a review of the main ar
ticles of a sample of the group's house journal, Com
mentary. In the past four years alone, Commentary has
floated the following themes: U. S. military seizure of
Arab oil fields; Israeli adoption of a nuclear option; the
consequences of "abandoning" Israel; and the non
existence of Arab moderates. The magazine also prints
in every issue articles conduiting the SDUSA "line" on
U. S. foreign policy issues, and carries an incestuous
series of correspondences amongst the SDUSA "elite
intelligentsia" which strive to legitimize for a key layer
of academics and professionals the anti-humanist
ideology of these circles.
The American Jewish Committee has historically, up
to the present, been at the forefront of Tavistock Institute
"ethnic consciousness" race-relations brainwashing. It
runs the Institute for Human Relations, which is self
professedly the pioneer institution in the U.S. in
Tavistock person-to-person,. sensitivity training. After
World War II, AJComm and the O SS jointly sponsored
and funded the publications and activities of Tavistock
race-relations specialist Kurt Lewin, who initiated the
"Negro vs. Jew" ideology that provided the pioneering
basis for much of the next two decades in U. S. coun
terinsurgency. The AJComm was responsible for
creating the predecessor institution to what later became
a major U. S. center for educational brainwashing, the
National Training Laboratories.
The AJComm has regional affiliates throughout the
U. S. , and on a national level is represented in the CPD
through Podhoretz and Myerson. Georgetown University
and London-based International Institute for Strategic
Studies planner Walter Laqueur is a contributing editor
of Commentary.
When a hot issue breaks that requires pious intonations
from leading Jewish American spokesmen against the
Soviets, or against the French government as in the Abu
Daoud affair, or disclaiming those companies "involved
in the Arab boycott," the spokesmen of the American
Jewish Congress can be readily counted upon to join their
American Jewish Committee counterparts in sending
seemingly pre-packaged statements through controlled
media outlets like the New York Post or the New York
Times. It has a virtually unbroken track record of nearly
sixty years of servicing the interests of Rothschild and
Rockefeller interests.
The Congress began as an instrument of LouisBrandeis
in his usurpation of the previously hegemonic networks
of the Schiff-Kuhn-Loeb German Jewish patricians, and
quickly evolved into Brandeis' ideal tool for imposing
cultural pluralist ideology on the more demoralized
layers of a vocal and politically active U. S. ethnic group.

During the New Deal, the Congress emerged as one of
the most consistent supporters of corporatist social
legislation pushed by its leading light Felix Frankfurter.
It is this role in particular that the Congress actively
relives today. In the forefront of weakening U.S. trade
interests by using the Arab boycott pretext, it has put out
an "Energy Position Paper" that calls for strict con
servation in order to lessen "dependence'! on the Arab
states and identifies for investigation most American
interests dealing in trade with Arab states, as well as the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC)
itself. In American Jewish communities, particularly in
New York, it plays upon "community fears" engendered
by, th e fast-developing collapse of the cities to inculcate
paranoid "local control" consciousness. For the past
year, the Congress' standard response to U.S. Labor
Party inquiries about its reaction to Nazi-like economic'
austerity measures has been to proclaim angrily, "This
is not of any concern to us! "
The Congress, like the Committee, has regional af
filiates throughout the country. Nationally, it is headed
by SDUSA-linked Rabbi Arthur Hertzberg, a staunch
,supporter of outgoing Secretary of State Kissinger and of
Carter, and a proponeni of the theory that Israel must
become the key religious symbol of American Jews, to
impede the assimilation of the U.S. Jewish community
into the broader American society. Among other top
national Congress heads are Paul, Weiss lawyers Abram
and Goldberg.
The Congress' 60th Anniversary Celebration last year
had an "honorary sponsor" list that was headed by
Nelson Rockefeller and included Sens. Kennedy, Javits,
Ribicoff, and (then running for election) Moynihan,
CPDer Bayard Rustin, and the governors of New Jersey,
Connecticut, Brendan Byrne and Ella Grasso respec
tively.
The Anti-Defamation League of the B'nai B'rith, while
portraying itself as a defender of the American Jewish
community against anti-Semitism, is in fact an in
telligence agency for the Rockefellers, especially the

ADL's Research Bureau, which spends its efforts
profiling and publishing intelligence documents on both
leftists and the U.S.-based concerns that desire expanded
trade with the Arab sector. Reliable sources have
identified the ADL as the nerve center of slanders and
hatchet jobs on U.S. industrial and trade interests, and it
is reliably reported that the ADL is now' intensively
researching the U.S. Labor Party.
The ADL's national chairman is Seymour Graubard,
who from 1959-61 worked with then-Governor Nelson
Rockefeller's State Commission on Governmental
Operations, and whose law firm, Graubard, Moskovitz, is
involved in "labor relations." Senators Javits and
Ribicoff are Honorary Vice Presidents of the ADL and
the League's Executive Committee includes California
lawyer Max Greenberg, whose firm represents Lazard
Freres; Robert Nathan, associated with Time Magazine
and the Council on Foreign Relations; and Chester Roth
trustee o f the Federation of Jewish Philanthropies and
o verseer of the Albert Einstein School of Medicine,
spawning-ground for the terrorist countergang Black
Liberation Army.
The Conference of Presidents is the last of the Big

Four. Its coordination with the other top organizational
conduits of Rockefeller policy in the U.S. Jewish com
munity was demonstrated in the Abu Daoud affair, when
Conference head Rabbi Alexander Schindler announced
a boycott by "thousands" of groups affiliated with
Jewish organizations against French products at
precisely the moment when the resolution of the incident
opened the way for expanded French trade deals with the
Arab states.
Schindler, who cultivates an urbane, liberal image,
was a supporter of Carter during the election campaign,
despite the juridical neutrality of his position, and during
1976 he actively supported Kissinger's unpopular shuttle
diplomacy during a trip to Israel. Upon his return to the
U.S., the liberal rabbi expressed his support for Israeli
collaboration with the fascist Lebanese Falange, and
began conduiting the slander that the U.S. Labor Party
supported the genocide of 400,000 Christians," as well as
warning questioners to "watch the USLP closely."
The Conference of Presidents itself is the umbrella
organization for' over thirty American Jewish groups,
and portrays itself as the official intermediary between
the Israeli government, the U.S. State Department and
American Jews, a reenactment of the feudal "court
Jew" role of le'aCting scions of the Jewish community
with the ruling powers.
••

The Counfergangs: Right...

In the current structure of American Jewish politics,
extreme Jewish groups like the Jewish Defense League
and the wild Save Our Israel (S.O.I.L.) group operate as
National Security Council-controlled countergangs
deployed to play on the most paranoid fears of local
Jewish communities in the depression. They are the
overtly fascist side of Carter's community self-help
strategy. The groups work as an extension of the A�PAC
Jin d related operations.
For example, AIPAC hero Ariel Sharon came to the
U.S. during the election campaign, boasting that he was
setting up his "own support networks" within the
American Jewish community. Sharon is a known hero
of the JDL, whose head Rabbi Meir Kahane, who has
d eployed in the recent period to back up the crazy right
wing expansionist elements in Israel and to foment
terror about the economic depression in U.S. Jewish
communities, was last month greeted with a handshake
by President-elect Carter outside of the latter's church.
Soon after, the deacons of the chruch considered using a
'raving Kahane document on Israel for the following
week's sermon.
The countergang role of the Jewish "crazy" right in
relation to the Jewish establishment is heightened on a
regular basis by Jewish press controlled by the Begin
Likud Party supporters in the U.S., including the Jewish
Press, which features rambling commentaries by Begin
and Kahane, as well as a weekly "City Column" by
"activist" Marvin Schick, ex-Mayor Lindsay's adviser
on Jewish affairs.
(For the detaii s on the spawning of Jewish z ombie
right-wing groups, and the involvement of OSS
psychological warfare operatives in this process, see
Carter and the Party 01 International Terrorism, p. 122) .
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And the Left

A key left-borderguard role for the Trilateral Com
mission has been played, recently increasingly so, by a
"left-Jewish" operation run thorugh the Institute for
Policy Studies and Jewish left controller Arthur Waskow,
a trustee of IPS. This operation has been mounted
�ugh the agency of the group "Breira" (Hebrew for
"change" ), based in New York but with affiliates
throughoutthe u. S.
Breira, at its 1973 inception, was an outgrowth of the
Jewish Peace Fellowship, itself a member-group of the
hodgepodge IPS-manufactured anti-Vietnam war
movement. At the time of its birth, its membership
consisted of a handful of Jewish activists from the
Vietnam mobilization period, several score liberal
rabbis, a handful of liberal Jewish college professors and
professionals, and Waskow, who was one of Breira's
coordinators. Breira made its initial pitch to take over
the dishevelled networks left over from the disin
tegration of such "anti-Zionist" groups as the American
Council for Judaism, funded by the Rosenwald (Sears,
Roebuck, etc.) and Loeb (Kuhn, Loeb) interests. Like its
Rosenwald and Loeb-funded forebears, Breira adopted a
"soft line" on Israel (although not anti-Zionist), but
maintained an active "concern" around "Jewish issues"
such as "human rights" in the Soviet Union.
The hegemoriic ideology in Breira circles is exem
plified by Waskow's own writings during the past two
years in counterculture left-social democrat journals like
WIN and The Progressive. Bemoaning the monopoly of
Jewish mysticism-activism among right-wing layers in
both the U.S. and Israel, Waskow called for a
"revitalization" of Jewish mysticism within the New
Left and traced his own evolution from "coun
terculture" to the "more authentic" Jewish mystical
experience. Waskow called for the activation fo small
cells of intense Jewish leftist mystics around the U.S. and
even initiated an experimental kibbutz himself to
provide a social structure for a new Jewish mystical
belief-structure. Without this, Waskow and IPS
calculated, there would be no left-cover operation to
contain and maintain under U.S. monetarist control
potential peace moves and efforts toward Palestinian
Israeli detente.
A second key developer of a left-control Jewish belief
structure during this period was Massachusetts Institute
of Technology's Noam Chomsky, espousing an "Ulster
binational" solution for the Palestinian-Israeli conflict.
Once legitimized as the Jewish liberal, moderate-on
Israel U. S. Jewish group, Breira went through a
noticeable transformation toward the last days of 1975,
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coincident with the Lebanon war's new ratchet of bloody
confrontation and the Trialteral Commission's "policy in
the wings," the Brookings Institution special study on the
Middle E� st, unveiling. Th.e lat�r, otherwise a :retread in
. new langti age 6f Kissingeresque step-by-step diplomacy,
put forward a position favorable to "Palestinian self
determination." Breira, at the end of 1975, supported and
circulated the Brookings study, and established itself as
a potential contact point for U. S. -managed Palestinian
Israeli contacts.
Phase two in Breira' s transformation occurred in
August 1976, bordered by two key events in Lebanon, the
Syrian troop invasion and the Tel Zaatar massacre. As
the war against the Palestine Liberation Organization on
the ground heated up, the tactic of "catalyzing" into
prominent pro-U.S. Palestinian moderates through of
fers of contacts with Jewish and Israeli leftists was of
fered. In June 1976, Breira for the first time began to get
prominent press coverage in the U. S. , both in the New
York Times and in the Washington Post. Washington
Post editor Stephen Rosenfeld, who had been kicked out
of the Soviet Union in the early 1960s, and was a 1976
advocate of an FBI repression campaign against the
USLP, broke the editorial ice with a call to "encourage
Palestinian moderates. "
It was around this time that meetings were initiated in
Paris between PLO officials and Israelis groups under
the IPS-connected Committee for an Israel-Palestine
Peace, and it was decidedly in the interest of Brzezinski,
Kissiger, and Waskow to ensure that the U. S. had ample
maneuverability in these talks.
Numerically minor but nonetheless significant
organizational changes also transpired in Breira during
1976. Two operatives from the Podhoretz-SDUSA crOWd,
current CPD member Glazer and Dissident editor Howe,
joined the Breira Advisory Board and wrote frequent
features on U. S. Jewish affairs in the Breira monthly
Interchange.

During this period, Breira failed completely the litmus
tests for actual independence from Israeli warhawk
policies. It enthusiastically endorsed the Israeli Entebbe
raid as an expression of the Jewish "biblical right" to
retaliate against hostage-taking. Its reaction to the Abu
Daoud affair was to express complete solidarity with and
support for the protest actions of "the American Jewish
community" and to "deplore strongly" the French
government's release of Abu Daoud.
Breira will hold its first annual convention next month.
Featured speakers on the Palestinian issue will be
Glazer, Howe, Rosenfeld, and Brzezinski National
Security Council appointee and Palestinian resistance
movement profiler William Quandt.

